Executive Committee:
Executive Committee met on Sunday to talk about the upcoming events SGLC will be hosting this week: Banquet and Let’s Talk Safety! We discussed Social Media and will further discuss it on Tuesday!

Judicial:
Judicial did not meet this week as there were no pending issues for review. Thank you to all the committee chairs for putting together bylaws and submitting the final copies. Please remember to send an electronic copy as well. Here’s to a great week ahead!

Academic Affairs Committee:
We are progressing on our Academic Affairs event, as well as solidifying goals for this semester. Our new meeting time will occur Mondays 8:30pm. All are welcome to come! We are meeting with the BUS Engaged Learning subcommittee 9/26 to discuss/review proposals for EL.

Allocations Committee:
TAC will be holding its first ever Budget Request workshop on Tuesday September 27th at 7pm in Damen Cinema. Please, please, please tell any and all RSOs about this event!

Facilities and Transportation Committee:
Facilities and Transportation met directly following senate and split up initiatives for the year. Some of those initiatives are; Shuttle Service, Parking at Loyola, 8 Ride, Residence Halls, New Construction at Loyola, Overall facilities of the campus, Safety and sustainability initiatives
related to facilities and transportation and Working closely with faculty to further push Facilities
and or Transportation issues to be solved. We discussed goals and how we are going to apply
ourselves to reach those goals. If anybody has anything else they think would fit into our
category of things to work on please reach out to anybody in our committee. We would like to
welcome Homira to the committee! We will go over bylaws, and discuss and sign them at our
upcoming meeting, directly after senate this Tuesday.

Justice Committee:
We have decided to table next week (Wednesday 10/5 and Thursday 10/6) from 4-7 PM
surveying possible initiatives we’ve had in mind while also polling about Senate goals we have
for the year. This will include preliminary questions regarding a campus cigarette ban and also
the Just Employment Policy. We are going to invite Students for Worker Justice to table with us
as well in order to show a united front and possibly also better information for students. Meis,
Alvi, Pavesich, and Tait are going to be working with CSO Mc Nelis regarding environmental
justice on campus. This week we will assign committee member to different initiatives that they
would like to head.

RCDC Committee:
Met with Aramak and discussed the following:
§ Campus Dish – Menus and ingredients at retail locations
  Leah is working on this, will be done by the end of the Semester
§ Ice Cream machine not working in De Nobili (I know parts are being sent out, but how are
  potential future issues being addressed)
  New part has been ordered, looking to the possibility of purchasing a new machine
§ Vegan soups at Engrained are not vegan (Made with chicken stock)
  This has been addressed, now completely vegan (Chef demo was done friday)
§ Chefs and servers being more aware of ingredients in all and any foods they are serving.
  (example: I go to Starbucks, order a drink, and the Barista doesn’t know what is in the drink)
  Additional training is being conducted
§ Removal of the second Coke machine in Damen (The only machine in Damen is constantly
  out of Ice, how is this being addressed)
  Addressed, two machines were not serving any purpose
§ More aggressive marketing strategies for LUC departments and Student Org’s to cater through
  Aramark (You all are OUR ONLY on campus vendor, how can we encourage more people to
  utilize you)
  Pick up catering can now be done at Bleecker St. in Damen or Lu’s at WTC
§ Elimination of Voice your opinion cards – replace with LIT (Loyola It’s Time) Universal
  university feedback platform
  Partnering to place LIT cards in dining halls, in napkin inserts, etc.
Healthy Living on Campus campaign, this goes along with what we discussed at our last department meeting and tabling in the dining halls, doing a cooking night in one of the residence halls, putting together a featured “Weekly – healthy meal” in the dining halls

Chef demos in Res-Halls to promote eating and living healthy

Other projects in the works
- Made to order pasta at Zoca’s in Damen (October)
- Additional Espresso maker added to Bleecker to alleviate traffic
- Additional cash register being added in Damen
- Working on healthy late night options in de Nobili
- Panini maker being installed in de Nobili

Safety and Wellness Committee:
Advisor Moore attended a part of our meeting again this week to discuss the agenda for “Let’s Talk Safety.” Social media, posters, and emails are going out as form of advertisement. Immediately after we met with Diane Assaro. This meeting was to simply get a better understanding of what exactly the wellness center offers and for our committee to relay some concerns of students to her about the wellness center; some concerns:
- Misdiagnosis
- Not prescribing antibacterials
- Not enough help for mental health

Information on wellness center:
- Mission is “healthcare in academics” → empowering students to try to get better independently because of the transition from accessing health care with parents present to being alone
- Treats 97% of cases (emergencies are usually deferred)
- Nutritionist
- Orthopedic
- STI screening and treatment
- Women’s health
- Psychiatrist and psychologist (encourages group work.)
- Survey shows 98% satisfaction rate

Likes the idea of working with the medical school with the residents → potential problem is if their hospitals they are working for have them under a contract that says that can’t work/volunteer anywhere else.

Needs from SGLC: communication and honesty
HARD NO’s: unlimited mental health care visits, contraception, moving the wellness center. Moving forward, the committee discussed the best route to go right now is to hold a similar “forum” about the wellness center, instead it would be a fishbowl event where students can write down any personal, or general, questions regarding the wellness center and they will be read aloud for a team from the WC to answer. Best time to hold this is shortly after spring registration.